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The g-factor and static quadrupole moment for the wobbling mode in the nuclide 133La are
investigated as functions of the spin I by employing the particle rotor model. The model can
reproduce the available experimental data of g-factor and static quadrupole moment. The properties
of the g-factor and static quadrupole moment as functions of I are interpreted by analyzing the
angular momentum geometry of the collective rotor, proton-particle, and total nuclear system. It is
demonstrated that the experimental value of the g-factor at the bandhead of the yrast band leads to
the conclusion that the rotor angular momentum is R ≃ 2. Furthermore, the variation of the g-factor
with the spin I yields the information that the angular momenta of the proton-particle and total
nuclear system are oriented parallel to each other. The negative values of the static quadrupole
moment over the entire spin region are caused by an alignment of the total angular momentum
mainly along the short axis. Static quadrupole moment differences between the wobbling and yrast
band originate from a wobbling excitation with respect to the short axis.
The collective motions of a triaxially deformed nucleus,
that is shaped like an ellipsoid with three principal axes of
inertia, have attracted a lot of attention in nuclear struc-
ture physics over the last years. When such a nucleus
rotates, the lowest energy state for a given angular mo-
mentum I (called yrast state) corresponds to a uniform
rotation about the principal axis with the largest moment
of inertia (MoI). At a slightly higher excitation energy,
this axis can execute a precession motion (in the form of
harmonic oscillation) about the space-fixed angular mo-
mentum vector. This describes the phenomenon of the
so-called wobbling motion that has been first proposed by
Bohr and Mottelson in the 1970s [1]. Since this collective
mode is a rotation about a principal axis, the related en-
ergy spectra come as a series of rotational ∆I = 2 bands
in which the signature of the bands alternates with in-
creasing number of oscillation quanta n. The electric
quadrupole transitions with ∆I = 1 and n → n − 1 are
induced by a wobbling motion of the entire charged rigid
body, and thus get collectively enhanced.
Recent studies of the nuclear wobbling motion have
been triggered by the novel concepts of transverse wob-
bling (TW) and longitudinal wobbling (LW) proposed by
Frauendorf and Do¨nau [2]. These authors have classified
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the wobbling modes in the presence of a high-j quasi-
particle according to the relative orientation of the angu-
lar momentum of the quasi-particle jp and the principal
axis with the largest MoI, which is usually the medium
axis. If this relative orientation is perpendicular, one
speaks of a transverse wobbling mode, and the corre-
sponding wobbling energy decreases with the spin I. It
has been observed experimentally for the nuclei 161Lu [3],
163Lu [4, 5], 165Lu [6], 167Lu [7], and 167Ta [8] in the
A ≈ 160 mass region, for the nuclides 135Pr [9, 10] and
130Ba [11, 12] in the A ≈ 130 mass region, and for the
odd-neutron nuclide 105Pd [13] in the A ≈ 100 mass re-
gion. If the relative orientation is parallel, one speaks of a
longitudinal wobbling mode, where the wobbling energy
increases with the spin I. The experimental evidence
for longitudinal wobbling is, however, rare and has only
been reported very recently for the nuclides 133La [14]
and 187Au [15].
The increase of the wobbling energy with the spin I
for the nucleus 133La is quite unexpected, because the
wobbling mode is based on the configuration pi(1h11/2)
1
with an orientation of the h11/2 proton along the short
axis [14]. The same h11/2 proton configuration applies
to the isotones 135Pr [9, 10] and 131Cs [30], which both
show a decrease of the wobbling energy with the spin I,
and this behavior is actually a hallmark of the transverse
wobbling mode. The authors of Ref. [14] have explained
the unexpected increase of the wobbling energy with spin
I for 133La as follows. Like the isotones, this nucleus
is triaxially deformed and thus it features the wobbling
mode. The triaxial deformation parameters β = 0.16 and
2γ = 26◦ are supported by tilted axis cranking calculations
and the increase of the wobbling energy with spin I is at-
tributed to nearly equal MoIs with respect to the short
(s-) axis and medium (m-) axis (Js ≃ Jm). The m-axis
is no longer preferred for alignment with the collective
rotor angular momentumR, which has now a larger com-
ponent along the s-axis. The mechanism underlying the
enlarged Js-value is attributed to the gradual alignment
of a pair of positive-parity (gd) protons with the s-axis.
In the calculations of Ref. [14], this mechanism is taken
into account by introducing a spin-dependent MoI for
Js. Such a scenario is obviously more complex than the
classification scheme suggested in Ref. [2], which assumes
Js < Jm. Therefore, the situation in 133La corresponds
to an intermediate coupling scheme.
Very recently, in Ref. [16] the g-factor and the static
(spectroscopic) quadrupole moment (SQM) were mea-
sured for the bandhead state (an 11/2− isomeric state)
of the yrast band of 133La. The obtained g-factor is
g = 1.16 ± 0.07 and SQM is |Q| = 1.71 ± 0.34 eb. On
the theoretical side, Monte Carlo shell-model (MCSM)
calculations gave g = 1.16 and provided the informa-
tion that the dominant configuration of the 11/2− iso-
meric state is pi(1h11/2)
1. At the same time, these cal-
culations predicted Q = −1.25 eb. The distribution of
the quadrupole moment expectation values obtained with
shell-model wave functions for the 11/2− state indicates
a triaxial shape with deformation parameters β ∼ 0.16
and γ ∼ 20◦ [16], which is consistent with the wobbling
interpretation. These new results motivate us to investi-
gate the g-factor and SQM as functions of the spin I in
the wobbling motion by taking the case of 133La as the
first example.
Our calculations are carried out with the particle ro-
tor model (PRM), which has been used widely for de-
scribing wobbling bands and has achieved much suc-
cess in this respect [2, 4, 5, 10, 12–15, 17–21]. In
Ref. [14], the PRM (there called “quasi-particle plus
triaxial rotor model”) could reproduce well the exper-
imental energy spectra and wobbling energies together
with the electromagnetic transition probability ratios
B(M1)out/B(E2)in and B(E2)out/B(E2)in for the wob-
bling bands in 133La. In this work we use the same tri-
axial deformation parameters β = 0.16 and γ = 266◦
as in Ref. [14]. With this chosen value of γ, the 1-
axis, 2-axis, and 3-axis are the conventional s-axis, l-
axis, and m-axis of the triaxially deformed ellipsoid, re-
spectively. The MoIs of the nuclear core are taken as
Jm = 15.33 ~2/MeV, Jl = 2.92 ~2/MeV, and Js =
[9.125+ 0.657(I − j)] ~2/MeV for the m-, l-, and s-axes,
respectively [14]. Here, I and j = 11/2 are the quantum
numbers related to the total angular momentum I and
the proton angular momentum jp.
In the following, the methods to calculate the g-factor
and SQM are given. For an odd-mass nuclear system the
rotor angular momentum R and the (proton) particle
angular momentum jp are coupled to the total spin I as
R+ jp = I . (1)
The magnetic moment µ of this system is calculated from
the (rotational) wave function |I,M = I〉, with M the
quantum number related to the projection of I onto the
z-axis of the laboratory frame, as follows
µ = gI = 〈II|gIˆz|II〉 = 〈II|gpjˆpz + gRRˆz|II〉 , (2)
where Iˆz, jˆpz , and Rˆz are the z-components of the respec-
tive angular momentum operators. Moreover, gp and gR
are the gyromagnetic ratios of the proton-particle and
the core, while the output quantity g refers to the to-
tal nuclear system. In the present study, we use the
values gR = Z/A = 0.43 for the rotor and gp = 1.21
for the h11/2 valence-proton, in which the spin g-factor
gs = 3.35 has been reduced to 0.6 times that of a free pro-
ton [1]. The possible modification of gR by the (dg) quasi-
proton alignment can be neglected, because the spin con-
tribution to the g-factor is small for normal-parity single-
particle states.
By using the generalized Lande´ formula, the matrix
element in Eq. (2) can be expressed through scalar prod-
ucts of angular momentum operators as
µ =
〈II|gpjp · I + gRR · I|II〉
I(I + 1)
〈II|Iˆz |II〉 . (3)
After some rearrangement of terms, the g-factor of the
total nuclear system is given by
g =
〈gpjp · I + gRR · I〉
I(I + 1)
(4)
= gR + (gp − gR) 〈jp · I〉
I(I + 1)
(5)
= gR + (gp − gR) j(j + 1)
I(I + 1)
+ (gp − gR) 〈jp ·R〉
I(I + 1)
(6)
=
1
2
[
(gp + gR) + (gp − gR)j(j + 1)− 〈R
2〉
I(I + 1)
]
. (7)
From Eqs. (5) and (6), one sees that the g-factor reflects
the relative orientations between jp, R, and I. In par-
ticular, one gets g = gR in the case jp ⊥ I, while
g = gR + (gp − gR)
√
j(j + 1)
I(I + 1)
(8)
in the case jp ‖ I, and
g = gR + (gp − gR) j(j + 1)
I(I + 1)
(9)
in the case jp ⊥ R. It is worth mentioning here that the
g-factor has been used to investigate the angular momen-
tum coupling scheme in chiral doublet bands [22, 23]. Ac-
cording to Eq. (7), one can get from the resulting g-factor
also information about the rotor angular momentum, via
the expectation value 〈R2〉.
The SQM gives a measure of the nuclear charge distri-
bution associated with the collective rotational motion,
and it is calculated as [1, 24]
Q(I) = 〈II|Qˆ20|II〉 , (10)
3where the quadrupole moment operator in the laboratory
frame Qˆ20 is obtained from the intrinsic quadrupole mo-
ments Q′2ν by multiplication with Wigner D-functions:
Qˆ20 =
∑
ν
D20,νQ
′
2ν . (11)
The 5 intrinsic quadrupole moments are Q′20 = Q
′
0 cos γ,
Q′21 = Q
′
2−1 = 0, Q
′
22 = Q
′
2−2 = Q
′
0 sin γ/
√
2, where Q′0
is an empirical quadrupole moment that is related to the
axial deformation β by Q′0 = 3R
2
0Zβ/
√
5pi, with Z the
proton number and R0 = 1.2 fmA
1/3.
In Ref. [25], it is shown that the SQM can be also
calculated from expectation values of the squared total
angular momentum components along the three principal
axes 〈Iˆ2k〉 as
Q(I) = Q0(I) +Q2(I) , (12)
Q0(I) =
3〈Iˆ23 〉 − I(I + 1)
(I + 1)(2I + 3)
Q′0 cos γ , (13)
Q2(I) =
√
3(〈Iˆ21 〉 − 〈Iˆ22 〉)
(I + 1)(2I + 3)
Q′0 sin γ . (14)
Therefore, the SQM can provide information about the
orientation of the total nuclear system relative to the
principal axes frame. Note that in the prolate case γ =
0◦, when 〈Iˆ3〉 = K is a good quantum number, the part
Q2(I) vanishes and Q(I) becomes
Q(I) =
3K2 − I(I + 1)
(I + 1)(2I + 3)
Q′0 . (15)
Using this formula, a deformation parameter of β =
0.28 ± 0.10 has been extracted in Ref. [16] under the
assumption K = 1/2 from the measured SQM |Q| =
1.71± 0.34 eb for the 11/2− isomeric state at the band-
head of 133La.
In Fig. 1, we show the g-factors and SQMs as functions
of the spin I as calculated in the PRM for states in the
yrast and wobbling bands of 133La in comparison with
the available experimental data [16].
The PRM reproduces well the experimental g-factor at
the bandhead of the yrast band. The theoretical predic-
tion g = 1.16 is in excellent agreement with the experi-
mental value g = 1.16±0.07. The calculated g-factors de-
crease with increasing spin I. This feature comes mainly
from the denominator I(I + 1) in Eqs. (5)-(7). Over the
entire spin region the g-factors for states in the yrast
band are larger than those for states in the wobbling
band. According to Eq. (7), this suggests that the rotor
angular momentum R is smaller in the yrast band than
in the wobbling band, since gp − gR = 0.78 is positive.
In the following, we will see that this behavior is induced
by a wobbling motion.
In Fig. 1(a), we also show the g-factors as functions
of I for the special cases jp ⊥ I, jp ‖ I, and jp ⊥ R.
One can observe that for jp ‖ I the g-factor is quite close
the results obtained in the yrast and wobbling bands,
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FIG. 1: g-factors (a) and static quadrupole moments (b) as
functions of the spin I calculated in the PRM for the yrast
and wobbling bands in 133La in comparison to the available
data [16]. (a) The dashed lines correspond to parallel and
perpendicular couplings of the angular momenta of the pro-
ton and rotor. The short dashed lines represent the formula
in Eq. (7) evaluated with different rotor angular momentum
quantum numbers: R = I−j, I−j+1, and I−j+2. (b) The
dashed-dot lines for Q0(I) and Q2(I) follow from Eqs. (13)
and (14). The dashed and short-dashed lines show Q2(I) cal-
culated by Eq. (14) using the values of Is and Il as specified
in the figure.
whereas in the other two cases it lies far away. This
indicates the angular momenta of the proton jp and to-
tal nuclear system I are oriented almost parallel to each
other in the yrast and wobbling bands. For illustration
we present also the g-factor according to Eq. (7), with
〈R2〉 = R(R+1) taking rotor angular momentum quan-
tum numbers: R = I−j, R = I−j+1, and R = I−j+2.
One sees that the curve with R = I − j + 2 agrees best
with the experimental values at I = 11/2, which indicates
that the rotor angular momentum quantum number R is
close to R = 2 at the bandhead. For higher spins I the
curves R = I − j and R = I − j + 1 agree better with
experimental values in the yrast and wobbling bands, re-
spectively.
At I = 11/2 the calculated SQM Q(11/2) = −1.29 eb
comes out close to upper limit of the experimental
value Q(11/2) = −1.71 ± 0.34 eb. We note that the
more sophisticated MCSM calculations in Ref. [16] give
Q(11/2) = −1.25 eb. This good agreement indicates that
calculations in the PRM have correctly accounted for the
4structure of the collective (rotational) states. The calcu-
lated SQM decreases with increasing spin I as a conse-
quence of the denominator (I + 1)(2I + 3) in Eqs. (13)-
(14).
In Fig. 1(b) results for the contributions Q0(I) and
Q2(I) as calculated by Eqs. (13) and (14) are shown sep-
arately. It is found that Q0(I) is almost zero, since it
gets strongly suppressed by the factor cos γ = −0.07.
Hence, Q2(I) ≃ Q(I) which is shown in the lower part of
Fig. 1(b) for the following values of total angular compo-
nents along the s-axis and l-axis: (Is, Il) = (I−1/2, 3/2),
(I−1, 3/2), (I−3/2, 5/2), and (I−5/2, 5/2). The former
two and latter two curves agree with the experimental
results for states in the yrast and wobbling bands, re-
spectively. Clearly, the Is values in the yrast band are
larger than those in the wobbling band. We shall see that
this feature is again caused by the wobbling motion. Al-
together, the values Q2(I) ≃ Q(I) are smaller for states
in the yrast band than in the wobbling band (note that
sin γ = −0.99). At the same time, the negative values of
the SQMs are caused by the fact that the total angular
momentum I aligns mainly along the s-axis.
In order to better understand the behavior of the g-
factor and SQM as functions of the spin I, we will discuss
in the following the angular momentum geometry of the
proton-particle and the collective rotor.
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FIG. 2: Angular momentum components along the interme-
diate (m-), short (s-), and long (l-) axis of the rotor, proton-
particle, and total nuclear system as functions of the spin I for
the yrast and wobbling bands in 133La. Each component is a
root-mean-square expectation value of an angular momentum
operator, e.g. Is = 〈Iˆ
2
s 〉
1/2. The dashed lines corresponds to
the average quantity
√
I(I + 1)/3.
In Fig. 2, we present the calculated angular momentum
components along the m-, s-, and l-axis of the rotor (R),
proton-particle (jp), and total nuclear system (I) as func-
tions of the spin I for the yrast and wobbling bands in
133La. The proton angular momentum jp aligns mainly
with the s-axis, because its torus-like probability distri-
bution has a maximal overlap with the triaxial nuclear
core in the ml-plane [26]. The s-component is constant
js ≃ 5 over the whole spin region for both the yrast and
the wobbling band. TheR favors an alignment in the sm-
plane with a very small l-component, because Jl is the
smallest. With increasing spin I, the Rs increases faster
than Rm, due to the gradually increase of Js. This be-
havior of R combined with jp gives that Is is the largest.
The latter feature leads to the negative values of Q2(I)
as shown in Fig. 1(b). In addition, the component Is
(Im) for states in the yrast band is larger (smaller) than
for those in the wobbling band. A wobbling motion takes
place about the s-axis, as it also occurs in the neighbor-
ing isotone 135Pr [9, 10]. The additional alignment of Rs,
due to the increase of Js, stabilizes the wobbling motion
about s-axis. This fact is consistent with increasing wob-
bling energies [14]. Since Js and Jm are almost equal,
a classification of the wobbling mode as longitudinal or
transverse seems inappropriate. The angular momentum
geometry is just more complex, corresponding to an in-
termediate situation between the two limits.
Moreover, the component Im is close to the average
quantity
√
I(I + 1)/3. This explains why the contribu-
tion Q0(I) almost vanishes, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The
component Il is small, with a value Il ≈ 3/2 for the yrast
band and Il ≈ 5/2 for the wobbling band. This explains
why the outcome of the analytical formula for Q2(I) in
Eq.(14) agrees so well with the full calculation in the
PRM for yrast and wobbling bands.
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FIG. 3: Azimuthal plots, i.e., probability density distributions
for the orientation of the angular momentum I on the θϕ-
sphere as calculated in the PRM for states in the yrast and
wobbling bands of 133La.
In order to illustrate further the wobbling motion
about the s-axis, the probability density distributions
P(θ, ϕ) for the orientation of the total angular momen-
tum I on the θϕ-sphere (called azimuthal plots [20, 27–
29]) are shown in Fig. 3 for states in the yrast and wob-
bling bands of 133La. Here, θ is a polar angle between the
total spin I and the l-axis, and ϕ is an azimuthal angle in
the sm-plane measured from the s-axis. Over the entire
spin region, the distributions P(θ, ϕ) are centered about
θ = 90◦, which corresponds to very small Il-components,
as shown earlier in Fig. 2. For states in the yrast band
the maximum lies at ϕ = 0◦, which represents a highest
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FIG. 4: Probability distributions for the rotor angular momentum (R-plot PR, a1-a2), for the projection of the rotor angular
momentum onto the m-axis (KR-plot PRm , b1-b2), and for the projection of the total angular momentum onto the s-axis
(K-plot PIs , c1-c2) as calculated in the PRM for states in the yrast and wobbling bands of
133La.
probability of aligning I along the s-axis. To the con-
trary, states in the wobbling band have a minimum at
ϕ = 0. For these wobbling states, the maximal prob-
ability lies on a rim around the minimum, and P(θ, ϕ)
reflects in this way the wobbling motion (or precession)
of I about the s-axis. Note that one obtains here pre-
cisely the distributions as expected for the wobbling mo-
tion [12, 20], namely ϕ-symmetric wave functions for the
(n = 0) yrast band and ϕ-antisymmetric wave functions
for the (n = 1) wobbling band. Moreover, the feature
that the distributions centered at ϕ = 0◦ do not extend
out to ϕ = ±90◦ indicates that the wobbling mode in
133La is very stable, which is guaranteed by a gradual
increase of Js with I.
In Fig. 4, we show the calculated probability distri-
butions for the rotor angular momentum (R-plots PR,
a1-a2), for the projection of the rotor angular momen-
tum onto the m-axis (KR-plots PRm , b1-b2), and for the
projection of the total angular momentum onto the s-axis
(K-plots PIs , c1-c2) in the yrast and wobbling bands of
133La. These detailed results do further support the pic-
ture of a wobbling motion about the s-axis.
The R-plots (a1) and (a2) show a similar behavior as
those for the nucleus 135Pr [20], namely, for states in the
yrast band R is almost a good quantum number. The PR-
distributions have a pronounced peak at the minimum
value of R = I − j, except for the bandhead with I =
11/2, where the maximal weight occurs at R = I − j +
2 = 2. For states in the wobbling band an admixture of
substates with R = I−j and R = I−j+1 is present. An
exception occurs again at the bandhead I = 13/2, where
the peaks lie at R = I− j+1 and I− j+3. According to
these characteristics, one can understand the behavior of
the g-factor as a function of spin I, as shown in Fig. 1(a).
The KR-plots (b1) and (b2) illustrate how the picture
of a wobbling oscillation arises. The distributions PRm
display large admixtures of various values of Rm, which
have their origin in the wobbling motion of the rotor to-
wards to the m-axis. At Rm = 0, the distribution PRm
has a finite value for states in the yrast band, while it
vanishes for states in the wobbling band. This is a char-
acteristic of the one-phonon excitation of the wobbling
mode and it consistent with the ϕ-symmetric wave func-
tions for (n = 0) yrast states and ϕ-antisymmetric wave
functions for (n = 1) wobbling states, as visualized by
the azimuthal plots P(θ, ϕ) in Fig. 3.
The K-plots (c1) and (c2) display that the prominent
peaks of the distribution PIs appear at Is = ±I for states
in the yrast band and at Is = ±(I − 1) for states in the
wobbling band. This corresponds to the classical picture
of the wobbling motion. The yrast state with spin I
and the neighboring wobbling state with spin I + 1 have
similar angular momentum components along the s-axis.
The total angular momentum in a wobbling state with
I + 1 has to precess (wobble) with respect to s-axis to
reach Is ≃ I.
In summary, the g-factor and SQM for the wobbling
mode of 133La have been investigated in the framework
of the PRM. The calculation reproduces the available g-
factor and SQM data well. The properties of the g-factor
and SQM as functions of spin I have been interpreted
by analyzing the angular momentum components of the
rotor, proton-particle, and total nuclear system with the
help of various quantum mechanical probability distribu-
tions: Azimuthal plots, R-plots, KR-plots, and K-plots.
It has been demonstrated that the wobbling mode in
133La corresponds to a wobbling of I about the s-axis.
The g-factor at the bandhead of yrast band gives the in-
formation R ≃ 2 about the rotor angular momentum R.
The variation of the g-factor with spin I indicates that
6the angular momenta of the proton-particle and total nu-
clear system are oriented parallel to each other. The
negative values of SQMs are caused by the fact that the
total angular momentum I aligns with the s-axis. The
differences of the SQM between states in the yrast and
wobbling bands can be traced back to the wobbling mo-
tion. Therefore, the g-factor and SQM are good probes
for depicting the picture of wobbling motion. Future ex-
perimental measurements of g-factors and the SQMs for
states in the high-spin region are strongly suggested in
order to test the theoretical predictions presented in this
work.
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